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A Nest Is Noisy
That’s not all the Nest Hub can do, though. It’s also packed with features that a lot of people don’t know about, but which can greatly improve your overall experience with the platform. Some are ...
7 things you didn’t know your Google Nest Hub smart display could do
Your Google Home or Google Nest smart speaker can help you sleep like a baby, whether you had one cup of coffee too many, or you can't seem to quiet your mind. The device is helpful for scheduling ...
5 ways your Google Nest smart speaker can help you get to sleep
Police to investigate as nest on Llyn Brenig Lake was chopped down just hours after bird had laid its first egg of the breeding season ...
Protected osprey nest destroyed in 'horrendous' chainsaw attack
The Massachusetts Association of Realtors requires agents to disclose whether homes have recording devices such as the Nest or Ring. | realestate.boston.com ...
Smart-home gadgets and video surveillance present new headaches at open houses
In April and early May, virtually every clump of trees in the Yakima area resounds with the loud "chip" call of the "Audubon's" warbler. Technically, it's a yellow-rumped warbler of ...
Wildlife Moment:Spring brings out the call of the warbler
A number of years ago, many complained about the exhaustive, tedious and extremely long process that was the “Nebraska Avenue project.” ...
Just Melanie -- The miracle on Nebraska Avenue
When the calendar turns to May, I always get a bit more excited than the previous months. For whatever reason, I have had a lot of good luck calling in ...
Calling lonely May gobblers
Bald eagles that nest in a back yard near New Orleans have lost their chick. It's the latest in years of troubles for the pair of federally protected birds. The first year, crows ate their eggs.
For backyard bald eagles, death of an eaglet the latest blow
East Nashville man’s cameras captured a suspected white Jeep veering off Davis Avenue into both of his cars before leaving the scene just after midnight Wednesday.
East Nashville hit-and-run caught on camera, two cars damaged
Our newest columnist Neil Ball shares photos and profiles of local birds that he's seen and studied in our area.
B-Town Birds: Meet the Steller’s Jay
Our newest neighbors moved in around the beginning of April. Husband John, daughter Maddie and I did not really think much about them. They seemed peaceful and pleasant enough. In fact, both pairs ...
Stephanie Hill: Learning to live with the noisy new neighbors
When conducting research for my forthcoming book, The Voice Catchers: How Marketers Listen In to Exploit Your Feelings, Your Privacy, and Your Wallet, I went through over 1,000 trade magazine and news ...
There’s a revolution coming in voice profiling and the warning signs are loud and clear
Workers planning ExxonMobil's £140 million upgrade at Mossmorran have cordoned off part of the site after finding protected birds' eggs.
Cordon erected after protected birds’ nest found during Mossmorran’s £140m upgrade
In April and early May, virtually every clump of trees in the Yakima area resounds with the loud "chip" call of the "Audubon's" warbler. Technically, it's a yellow-rumped warbler of ...
Wildlife Moment:
Not one, not two, but three mockingbirds flit around and land in the tree right outside, going “Chuck! Chuck! Chuck!” Aggressively, non-stop. “They’re mockingbirds alright,” says Jen Hajj later. She’s ...
The three loud mockingbirds of Charles Darwin
NEST chief executive Craig Gibbons conceded the operation’s noise was disturbing neighbours. The trust did not want to be doing this. “Enough is enough. We have outgrown our own base and ...
Northland emergency rescue helicopter base forced to move amid growing noise complaints
A 21-year-old Gloucester man faces a drunken driving charge after a crash early Saturday morning. Police responding to report that a car that crashed into a stone wall at 840 Washington St. at 1:05 a.
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Police/Fire: Man faces drunken driving charge
It took a while longer than we would have liked, but Durkin has finally returned as writer/director with The Nest, a slow burn, ’80s-set drama starring Jude Law and Carrie Coon now available on ...
THE NEST : STREAM IT OR SKIP IT?
A pair of bald eagles that nest in a suburban back yard near New Orleans have lost their chick — the latest in years of troubles.
Eagle Dies, Latest in Series of Backyard Bald Eagle Troubles
The Nest Audio smart speaker is still $20 off across ... good battery life and lack of fan noise. Buy MacBook Air M1 (512GB) at Amazon - $1,149 The new Echo Show 10 remains on sale for $200 ...
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